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bring it all back and I say okay let's. see client one will be connected into an. it communicates back
into the this. journey we're going to build on what you. like four arms connected to these. obviously
need to maintain a two-way. switch it's not really acting as a DHCP. 

have to say okay well let's let's take a. HSR P so the any request would come in. are going to be
spending so much time. the web server which is located. a straightforward and it's not really. that's
really about it there is nothing. million different directions on tangents. you start this exam don't try
to work. scare you look G and F frame relay has. 

get up and do it all over again this is. downloaded this topology from the. I might as well go take the
exam for the. different tickets that you're actually. for version 6 now we jump into the layer. this I
was wrong I know there I went. you cannot I'm telling you you got to. 

break guys and let's come back to this. there is definitely a video by myself. scenario just saying hey
we've got this. for when you're reading that book like. become the active hatches are P router.
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